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Game Rules for the promotional lottery "Every 10th play a winner 1/2018" 

 

General information 

1. " Every 10th play a winner 1/2018" is the name of a promotional lottery offering the chance 
to win prizes in the form of free Swiss Lotto picks worth a total of CHF 500,142.50.  
 

2. These Game Rules supplement the General Terms and Rules for participation in Swiss 
Lotto, the General Terms and Rules for Promotional Lotteries, the Terms and Rules for 
participation via Swisslos sales outlets as well as the Terms and Rules for participation via 
the Internet Gaming Platform. 
 

Entitlement to participate 

3. Participation in the "Every 10th play a winner 1/2018" promotional lottery requires prior par-
ticipation, i.e. a minimum stake of CHF 5 (five) in the Swisslos lottery product Swiss Lotto. 
 

4. Every Swiss Lotto play request submitted between 16.07.2018 and 05.08.2018 at the latest 
in accordance with Section 3 is entered once into the promotional lottery "Every 10th play a 
winner 1/2018providing the specified maximum number of prizes has not yet been 
reached. 
 
Any play requests that benefit from another Swisslos promotion and any Swiss Lotto play 
requests issued through the redeeming of a Replay prize are explicitly excluded from this 
promotional lottery. 
 
Play requests that are subsequently cancelled lose any entitlement to a prize. 
 

5. If the maximum number of prizes is reached before 05.08.2018, the promotional lottery 
ends automatically and participation is no longer possible.  

 
Prize structure 
 
6. The prize structure comprises the following prizes: 

 

Prize structure     

Total sales volume: 1,500,480 play requests      
    
Prize cate-
gory Prize 

Number of 
prizes 

Prize payout per 
prize category 

4 Free Swiss Lotto pick worth CHF 2.50  125,039   CHF 312,597.50  

3 Free Swiss Lotto picks worth CHF 5.00  18,755   CHF 93,775.00  

2 Free Swiss Lotto picks worth CHF 10.00   6,251   CHF 62,510.00  

1 Free Swiss Lotto picks worth CHF 20.00  1,563   CHF 31,260.00  

Total     151,608   CHF 500,142.50  

Winning play requests: 1,500,480:151,608 = 9.90     

One in every 9.90 play requests wins a prize in the form of free Swiss Lotto picks.   
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Draw 

7. The Swiss Lotto gaming system automatically assigns the prizes to the individual play re-
quests based on predetermined rules, whereby every participant has the same chance of 
winning, regardless of the stake.  

 

Entry confirmation tickets 

8. If a prize is won by playing at a physical sales outlet, the prize entitlement is marked on the 
corresponding Swiss Lotto entry confirmation ticket and a second entry confirmation ticket 
with the free Swiss Lotto picks that have been won is printed from the lottery terminal in-
stalled at the sales outlet. The free Swiss Lotto picks that were won are entered into the 
next possible draw (see image below). 
 

 
 
If a prize is won by playing via the Internet Gaming Platform, the prize entitlement is shown 
above the Swiss Lotto entry confirmation ticket. The play request with the free Swiss Lotto 
picks that were won can be viewed in the game account. The free Swiss Lotto picks that 
were won are also entered into the next possible draw. 
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Miscellaneous 

 
9. Where the French, English or Italian version of these Game Rules deviates from the Ger-

man version, the German version alone is binding. 
 

10. These Game Rules can be obtained from Swisslos and are also accessible on the website 
(www.swisslos.ch). 
 

11. These Game Rules have been approved by the Swiss Lottery and Betting Board (Comlot).  
 

Valid from 16 July 2018 

 


